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Electron scattering in thin solid films used for the fabrication of masks for electron projection
lithography, e.g., SCALPEL®, is investigated. We have developed an analytical model to calculate
electron transmission through the mask membrane and image contrast due to different scattering
properties of the patterned area and the membrane. The model utilizes cross sections for electron
elastic and inelastic scattering on an atom with exponentially screened Coulomb potential of the
nucleus derived in the first Born approximation. The variety and controversy of theoretical and
empirical adjustments of the screening parameter are briefly analyzed and attributed to the
misinterpretation of experimental data ignoring the effects mostly due to plural scattering of
electrons and dense packing of atoms in thin solid films. This model frees us from the computational
limitations of Monte Carlo simulations and proves to be effective for the straightforward
characterization of various alternative materials for SCALPEL mask membrane and scatterer. The
model includes the appropriate effects of the projection optics and back-focal plane aperture.
© 1998 American Vacuum Society.@S0734-211X~98!10006-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the SCALPEL technique an image is generated uti
ing different scattering properties of the patterned layer
the mask and the supporting membrane. High contrast
then be achieved using an aperture in the back-focal p
~BFP! of the first projection lens which filters out the ele
trons elastically scattered to large angles from the patter
area of the mask.1 The brightness and contrast of the ima
generated on the wafer then is a function of the BFP aper
size and the material and thickness of both membrane
scatterer. The calculation of this function is the major goa
this article; it will enable us to analyze the possibilities f
SCALPEL mask performance improvement. Note, in t
current SCALPEL mask, a 275-Å-thick tungsten scatterer
top of 1500 Å SiNx membrane is normally used along wi
0.5 mrad BFP aperture.2

II. SCATTERING AND TRANSMISSION OF
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS IN THIN FILMS

Aiming for application to very thin films and 100 keV
electrons, initially we assume that incident electrons exp
ence~i! only single scattering event per electron and~ii ! a
negligible energy loss~less than 25 eV in currently use
SCALPEL mask membranes! due to inelastic scattering tha
does not affect the electron velocity. The decreasedn(z) of
the number of unscattered electrons,n(z), at the depthz in a
compound material is equal to3,4

dn~z!/n~z!52@SNisS i #dz, ~1!

where Ni5rNA /Ai is the number of atoms per volume
sS i5sel i1s inel i is the sum of total cross sections of th
electron elastic and inelastic scattering on an atom ofi th
species,r is the compound density,Ai is the atomic weight
of the i th species of the solid material, andNA56.02
31023 g atom21 is Avogadro’s number.
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Integrating Eq.~1!, one finds an exponential decrease
the number of unscattered electrons with increasing dept
the beam penetration,z:

n~z!5n0 exp~2z/LS!, ~2!

where

LS5~SNi•sS i !
21 ~3!

is the mean free path of an electron between successive
tering events.

While the energy loss of an inelastically scattered elect
in a sample of several mean free path thickness caus
negligible change insS and can be ignored, multiple sca
tering has an increasing impact with increasing sample th
ness and collection angle. In the case of film thickness co
parable withLS and collection angles much smaller than t
characteristic screening angleu0i @Eq. ~5!#, the multiple scat-
tering effect onsS appears to be small and can be accoun
for by adjusting the screening angle.5–7 The cross section o
electron elastic and inelastic scattering will also change
pending on the bonding and packing effects present
solids.8,9 All of these small effects can be approximately a
counted for by choosing the screening parameter that g
the best agreement with the experimental measuremen
the contrast and transmission of SCALPEL masks~Sec. V!.

A. Elastic scattering of fast electrons in thin films

Elastic scattering of a fast electron is caused by its in
action with the atomic nucleus. Therefore, one could exp
that the bonding of atoms in compounds and solids will n
significantly affect the cross section of elastic scattering3–5

There is theoretical and experimental evidence indicat
that these effects are relatively important for small an
scattering only;8 the change of outer-shell electronic stru
ture due to the bonding and packing changes the screenin
the nucleus of individual atoms.9 The effect of bonding on
3385/16 „6…/3385/7/$15.00 ©1998 American Vacuum Society
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the small angle elastic scattering is relatively small. Ioni
tion represents an extreme form of chemical shift; it
shown8,10 that for atomic numbersZ.3, single ionization
produces less than a 15% increase in scattered intensity a
small scattering anglesu corresponding tos5l21 sin(u/2)
,0.2, wherel is the electron wavelength. In the same a
gular range, for diatomic molecules of H2, N2, and O2, it is
experimentally found that there is about 10%–30%reduction
of elastic scattering cross section.8,11 An additional decrease
of elastic scattering intensity in small angle range~less than
several mrad! is expected due to plurality of scattering;6 ac-
counting for multiple scattering effect is especially importa
in the interpretation of experimental results obtained for t
solid samples.12 This indicates that the usage of single ato
cross sections for elastic scattering for compounds and so
is justified if one accounts for the solid effects and for p
rality of scattering.

The differential cross section of an electron elastica
scattered on an atom has been calculated by using va
methods. Tabulated cross sections, calculated using the
Born approximation and atomic potentials derived from re
tivistic Hartree–Fock atomic wave functions, and the resu
obtained from the partial wave approach are more precise
they are derived at the expense of complicated numer
calculations and do not provide analytical dependencies.

The simplest and commonly used method of the differ
tial cross-section calculation for the electron elastic scat
ing on an atom is based on the application of the first B
approximation to the quantum mechanical problem and
of an atomic exponential potentialV(r )}(Ze2/r )exp(2r/R)
that accounts for the screening of the bare nucleus cha
Ze, by the cloud of electrons.3–5,13 In Lenz’s scattering
theory13 the characteristic screening distance isR'aH /Z1/3

~aH is the Bohr radius!. The condition of the first Born ap
proximation applicability,Ze2/\y!1,3 is satisfied in the
case of 100 keV electrons (Z4/3!70) scattered on the SCAL
PEL mask membranes made of lowZ materials. Heree and
y are the electron charge and velocity correspondingly\
5h/2p, and h is the Planck constant. A general valueRg

5aH /(xZ1/3) with a correction factorx is usually used to
take into account the difference between the simplifi
Wentzel model (x51) and more sophisticated models for
free atom ~e.g., Thomas–Fermi, Hartree–Slater, Hartre
Fock–Slater, etc.!.3–5 This approach leads to Rutherford di
ferential cross section with screening:3,4,13–15

dsel i /do5@Zi~Zi11!e4/~m0
2g2b4c4!#

3@2 sin2~u/2!1u0i
2 #22, ~4!

where the commonly used factorZi
2 is replaced byZi(Zi

11) to account for the scattering on atomic electrons,3,14–17

u0i is the characteristic screening angle of thei th species:3,4

u0i5xl/~2pR!, ~5!

l5(h/m0cbg) is the electron wavelength,m0 is the elec-
tron rest mass,c is the light velocity in free space,b5y/c
5@(E/E011)221#1/2/(E/E011), E05m0c25511 keV, g
5(12b2)21/2, andE is the electron energy. Note, Ruthe
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ford cross section with screening deviates essentially fr
Mott cross section, which accounts for the electron spin
fects, in the case of heavy atoms,Z.40, and extremely large
collection angles (u.10°) compared to BFP aperture.4

The total elastic scattering cross section is obtained
integrating Eq.~4! over the full solid angle:3,14,15

sel i52pE
0

p

~ds i /do!sin u du

5@4pZi~Zi11!e4/~m0
2g2b4c4!#@u0i

2 ~21u0i
2 #21.

~6!

For light atoms, the characteristic screening angleu0i

50.011xZ1/3 has a small value andsel i is proportional to
u0i

22:

sel i'4pZi~Zi11!e4/~m0u0igb2c2!2

'1.87310220Zi
1/3~Zi11!/~xb!2. ~7!

There is a large number of theoretical3,14–20 and
empirical4,21,22 attempts of adjusting the screening angle
the basis of different suggestions and criterions. Differ
values, sometimes controversial, were found for the par
eter u0i by different authors.3,4,14–22All adjustments can be
grouped in two categories based on a straightforward ma
ing of Rutherford cross section given by Eq.~6!, ~i! with
elastic cross sections obtained from more realistic and
phisticated atomic models leading to the values in the ra
0.7,x,1, and~ii ! with experimental cross sections obtain
mostly on solid films leading to the values 1,x,2. Note
that sel}x22 @Eq. ~7!#, therefore, the variation ofx in the
range 0.7–2 would cause a change ofsel of almost an order
of magnitude. Our analysis shows that the large values
x.1.5 are found as a result of ignoring21 or
underestimating22 electron inelastic and multiple scatterin
contributions present in the experiments and, therefore, t
must be discarded from further discussion. A semiempiri
expression,4,8

sel emp51.5310220Z3/2
•b22@120.23Z/~137b!# ~cm2!,

~8!
that gives the observedZ dependency for the elastic tota
cross section forZ/(137b),1.2, would be predicted ifx
'0.99, 0.96, 0.891, 0.832, and 0.776 for the atoms Be, C
Ge, and Au, respectively.23 This indicates that the widely
used Lenz’s cross section4,13 @Eq. ~7! with x51# gives the
least cross section for the electron elastic scattering on
isolated atom.8 It also shows that screening angle adjustm
cannot be done independently of the atomic number.22 Nev-
ertheless, a value ofx'1.265 is commonly used by differen
authors14,20 which can be considered as an apparent comp
mise between controversial results and an attempt of an
direct account for the bonding effects in solids, if one reca
the scattering intensity reduction due to bonding effects8,11

mentioned above. The results of our measurements
SCALPEL masks contrast and transmission in a SCALP
proof of lithography~SPOL! tool demonstrate that the be
match with the results calculated using Eq.~7! can be found
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whenx changes from'1.175 for light materials to 1.27 fo
heavy materials. This corresponds to a decrease of the e
tive cross section of electron elastic scattering on an atom
solids which can be attributed to the combined effect of
adjustments for atomic potential, for plurality of scatteri
events, and for bonding effects in solid samples. In crys
line solids, the angular dependence of elastic scatterin
altered by both Bragg reflection from atomic planes~dra-
matically! and phonon scattering~perceptible only for heavy
materials due toZ3/2 dependency!.5 Therefore, the usage o
an atomic model is justified only for amorphous solids wh
both effects are weak.5

B. Inelastic scattering of electrons in thin films

The initial direction of an electron incident on the ma
membrane is changed not only because of elastic scatte
on the nucleus~pure momentum change without the chan
of kinetic energy!, but also because of the transfer of t
energy to the medium through various inelastic interactio
Therefore, the total cross sectionsS5sel1s inel has to be
used to define the effective mean free path between suc
sive scattering events.4,13,15,17 Inelastic scattering of a fas
electron on an isolated atom is concentrated within m
smaller angles than elastic scattering; the correspon
characteristic angle, uE5@(E1E0)/(E12E0)#(DE/E)
5DE/(E0gb2) (DE is the energy transferred to an electr
of the atom!,4 responsible for the decrease ofds inel /do with
increasing ofu, is about ten times smaller thanu0i . The
differential cross sectionds inel i /do increases with the de
crease ofu and gets larger thandsel i /do for the anglesu
,uE wheredsel i /do}u0i

22 and does not depend onu. The
ratio n5s inel /sel approximately follows the empirica
law,4,5 n518/Z, which demonstrates that for light materia
contribution of the inelastic scattering to the total cross s
tion dominates over its elastic counterpart.

Though concentrated within a narrow angular range,
inelastic scattering~in the case of light atoms! will have a
significant impact on the effective mean free path of an e
tron defined as follows:

1/LS~a0!5NArS@sel i~a0!1s inel i~a0!#/Ai

5S@Lel0 iFS2 i~a0!#21, ~9!

where Lel0-i5@Nisel-i(0)#21 is the mean free path for a
electron elastically scattered oni th species,sel-i(a0) and
s inel-i(a0) are the partial cross sections characterizing
scattering of electrons outside of the back-focal aperture
gular range 0,u,a0 ~see Sec. III!. The smallera0 and the
lighter the atom, the larger the impact of inelastic scatteri
Here we have introduced the function

FS2 i~a0!5ael i~0!@sel i~a0!1s inel i~a0!#21

5@11n i~a0!#21 ~10!

which accounts for the change of the mean free path du
electron inelastic scattering.

Assuming a constant energy loss for an electron,DE
5J/2, whereJ'13.5Z is the mean ionization energy of th
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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atom, forFS(a0), Lenz13 has found a formula@Ref. 4, Eqs.
~6! and ~7!# which is used to calculate the effective contra
thickness in transmission electron microscopy.4 Lenz’s ex-
pression forFS(a0) has a singularity ata050 and does not
adequately describe the inelastic scattering distribution
extremely small angular apertures. This singularity is the
sult of the constant energy loss assumption. It can be avo
by using the entire spectrum of energy loss rather tha
discrete loss.4 Here we calculateFS(a0) using a semiempir-
ical approximation to the inelastic scattering angular dis
bution applicable to light atoms and to carbon-like co
pounds ~most organic materials!; this was done by
approximating the empirical energy loss function by
Lorentzian expression in the dielectric theory of plasm
losses in solids.24 The functionsFS(a0)5LS(a0)/L0 , cor-
responding to this approach, andFel(a0)5Lel(a0)/L0

@L05Lel(0)# are shown in Fig. 1. These plots demonstra
that inelastic scattering is concentrated within much sma
angles than elastic scattering,u,umax5(2uE)1/2 where uE

5b22DE/(E1m0c2) is the cut off angle5,24 corresponding
to the most probable energy loss; this distribution falls
(u21uE

2)21 for u.uE . For instance, whenDE'20 eV
~comparable with the characteristic plasmon or outer-s
ionization losses in light solid materials!, uE'0.12 mrad,
and 97% of the inelastic scattering is found with scatter
angles less thanumax5(2uE)1/2'15 mrad.24

III. ACCOUNT FOR FINITE APERTURE SIZE

Transmission through a SCALPEL mask is defined by
unscattered fraction of electrons in the first approximat
only when BFP aperture finite size is ignored.1 In reality, all
electrons scattered in a cone with the apex semianglea0

5arctan(rap/ f 1), wherer ap is the back focal plane apertur
radius andf 1 is the focal length of the first projection len
~for details see Ref. 1!, contribute to the transmission. It i
natural to assume that the effect of aperture size is descr
by the partial cross section of the scattering:4,5

s i~a0!52pE
a0

p

~ds i /do!sin u du. ~11!

A comprehensive account for the limited angular apert
can be done using Everhart’s single-scattering~ESS!
model.25 We denotena0(z) the number of electrons elast
cally scattered from the depthz inside the cone with the ape
semianglea0 . The decrease ofna0(z) due to electron scat
tering in the layerz, z1dz is described then as follows:

dna0~j!520.5kna0~j!dj/~12j!w~a0 ,a i !. ~12!

Herej5z/Rful , Rful is the electron full range in the materia
k50.024Z2/A is the parameter of the ESS theory, a
w(a0 ,a i) is a function which characterizes the number
electrons elastically scattered outside of the aperture con
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w~a0 ,a i !5E
a0

p

~sin2 u/21u0i
2 !22 sin u du

5@~11u0i
2 !~sin2 a0/21u0i

2 !#21~12sin2 a0/2!.

~13!

Integrating Eq.~12! from z50 to z5tm one can get the
following expression for the fraction of electrons transmitt
through the membrane of thicknesstm :

T~a0!5na0~jm!/na0~0!5~12jm!kw~a0,a i !,
~14!

jm5tm /R.

For thin films of interest,jm!1, Eq. ~14! can be ex-
panded in a series. In the approximationO(jm

2 ) it represents
an exponential function

T~a0!5exp@2z/Lel~a0!#, ~15!

which is reminiscent of Eq.~3! but with electron mean free
path as a function of the aperture size:

Lel~a0!5Lel0Fel~a0!. ~16!

Here

Lel0[Lel~0!5~Ssel-iNAr/Ai !

and

Fel~a0!5~rRfulCT /c4b4g2!

3~sin2 a0/21u0i
2 !/@u0i

2 ~12sin2 a0/2!# ~17!

is a function that characterizes the aperture size influenc
the mean free path of electron scattering. Using
Thomson–Whiddington empirical equation3,25 for the elec-
tron range,RfulCT'g2c4b4/r, we find for the function
Fel(a0) an expression which is totally defined by two p
rameters, by the aperture size,a0 , and by the characteristi
screening angle,u0i :

Fel~a0!5~sin2 a0/21u0i
2 !/@u0i

2 ~12sin2 a0/2!#. ~18!

One can see that for extremely small apertures,a0!u0i ,
Fel(a0)→1 independent of the membrane material, wh
for a0>u0i , Fel(a0) depends on the membrane mater
@Fig. 1~b!#. Note that the usage of the partial elastic cro
section @Eq. ~11!# gives for the function Fel(a0)
5Lel(a0)/Lel0 exactly the same result as ESS theory do
@Fig. 1~a!# indicating that the partial cross section is app
priate for thin films only when single scattering dominat
over multiple counterpart. For a SCALPEL system and Sx
mask membrane (a050.5 mrad,u0i'27 mrad! the function
Fel(a0)'1.0 which indicates that in this case the accou
for a finite aperture has a negligible effect on the elect
effective mean free path between the elastic scatte
events. Therefore, for smalla0 , in a model that accounts fo
only elastic scattering, the transmission of electrons throug
the SCALPEL mask membrane can be calculated assum
that any electron, elastically scattered in a thin membra
will be stopped by the BFP aperture.1 Aperture finite size
will affect the results for relatively largea0 ~larger than the
characteristic screening angleu0i!.
on
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The finite size of the BFP aperture will apparently ha
noticeable impact on the results if small-angle inelastic sc
tering dominates over elastic scattering, e.g., in the cas
light atoms~see Sec. II!. This is demonstrated by the plot
for the function FS(a0)5LS(a0)/LS0 in Fig. 1. These
plots also show that in the case of relatively large apertu
a0.10 mrad, one can neglect~for all atoms considered! the
impact of inelastic scattering on the electron mean free p
and, therefore, on the membrane transmission related
LS(a0):

T~a0!5n~ tmem!/n05exp~2tmem/LS!. ~19!

From Fig. 1~b! one can see that the lighter the atom t
larger the effect of the inelastic scattering. The impact
inelastic scattering onLS(a0) @and, therefore, on the mem
brane transmission defined by Eq.~19!# is significant for an-
gular apertures much smaller than the characteristic scr
ing angle, especially for light atoms. The ratioLS(a0)/LS0 ,
calculated for different compounds of C, Si, Al, namely f
SiO2, SiC, Si3N4, and Al2O3 @not shown in Fig. 1~b!#, is very
close to the one shown for Si3N4 which is between the value
obtained for C and Si.

FIG. 1. FunctionsFel(a0)5Lel(a0)/Lel0 and FS(a0)5LS(a0)/Lel0 cal-
culated for 100 keV electrons scattered in different materials. The do
curve ~a!, obtained from single-scattering model for Si (u0i527 mrad) ex-
actly matches with the one obtained using Eq.~11! for the partial elastic
cross section:Lel05Lel(0).
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TABLE I. Physical parameters, electron scattering cross sections,s, and mean free paths,L, for different materials:r is in g/cm3, s is in 10220 cm2, andL in
nm units.

A Z r, sel-emp sel-Lenz sel-cor
a sel-emp Lel-Lenz Lel-cor Leff(0) Leff(0.5)

Be 9.012 4 1.86 39 39.6 35.8 92.8 203 225 62.6 81.4
Cb 12.01 6 2.0 72 68.1 57.4 118 150 178 58.34 74.4
Graphite 12.01 6 2.27 72 68.1 57.4 101.5 129 153 55.4 69.7
Diamond 12.01 6 3.52 72 68.1 57.4 65.4 83.4 99 46.2 55.7
Si3N4 20.00 10 3.44 153 134 106 111.3 71.8 91 44.5 53.2
SiO2

c 20.0 10 2.65 153 134 106 144.5 93.2 118 50.1 61.4
SiC 20.0 10 3.22 153 134 106 119 76.8 97.5 46 55.3
Al2O3 20.4 10 3.97 153 134 106 98.5 63.6 80.7 41.8 49.5
Al 26.98 13 2.7 225 191 144 191.3 87 115 49.5 60.5
Si 28.08 14 2.33 250 211 158 230.8 95.1 126 51.4 63.5
Cr 51.99 24 7.19 544 432 298 138.5 27.8 40.3 27.5 30.6
TaSi2 79.04 34 9.14 886 687 459 165.6 20.9 31.3 23 25
Ge 72.59 32 5.32 815 634 428 261 35.7 52.8 32.8 37.4
W 183.8 74 16.6 2457 1938 1240 182 8.14 12.7 11.1 11.5
Pt 195.1 78 21.5 2617 2079 1313 174 7.26 11.5 10.2 10.6

aCalculated from Eq.~7! using a correction factorx that weakly depends onZ increasing from 1.175 for light materials to 1.27 for heavy atoms.
bAmorphous carbon.
cQuartz.
by
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IV. CONTRAST OF A SCALPEL MASK

The pattern in a SCALPEL mask is usually formed
etching Tungsten films~about 30 nm thick! deposited on top
of a SiNx membrane~about 150 nm thick! supported by a
massive Si grillage.1 The function of the heavy metal film i
to scatter the incident beam electrons to angles large eno
to be stopped by the back-focal plane aperture.1 The contrast
of a SCALPEL mask with a single-layer scatterer on top o
membrane is simply defined by the equation1,26

C512Tscat512exp~2tscat/Lscat!, ~20!

which represents the difference of electron transmissi
through the membrane,Tmem @Eq. ~19!#, and through the
double layer~scatterer plus membrane!, TscatTmem, normal-
ized toTmem. In further discussions, we will use the follow
ing notations:Lmem[LmemS(a0) and Lscat[LscatS(a0) for
the effective mean free path of electrons in the film and

FIG. 2. Experimental and calculated results for contrast and transmissio
a function of back focal plane aperture size for two different membr
(Si3N4) plus scatterer~W! masks. Symbols represent TEM measurem
results: ~Ref. 1! circles—tmem5350 nm, tscat5200 nm; triangles—tmem

550 nm, tscat550 nm. Accelerating voltage is equal to 120 kV.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
gh

a

s

n

the scatterer, respectively;tmem and tscat for the thickness of
the membrane and the scatterer correspondingly. Accord
to Eq. ~20!, the contrast is solely defined by the scatte
material and thickness and does not depend on the sup
ing membrane characteristics. To calculate the contrast f
mask with a multilayer scatterer, it is necessary to make
following replacement:

tscat/Lscat5tscat-1/Lscat-11tscat-2/Lscat-21¯ , ~21!

wheretscat-j is the thickness of thej th layer andLscat-j is the
electron effective mean free path in thej th layer.

V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The electron scattering characteristics for different ma
rials calculated for the caseE5100 keV using different ap-
proaches are summarized in Table I. Note that the corre
total cross section of elastic scattering is smaller than
results predicted by the empirical or the Lenz’s formula. T
noticeable difference is the result of the combined effect
adjustment for atomic potential, for plurality of scatterin
events, and for densely packed atoms on real solid sam
The correction factorx is chosen to get the best match
calculated transmission coefficient,T, and contrast,C, with
our TEM1 ~Fig. 2! and SPOL measurement results~Table II!.

In Fig. 2 the dependence of the contrast and transmis
of SCALPEL mask is displayed as a function of BFP ap
ture size for two different membrane/scatterer combinatio
One can see that the inelastic scattering effect is localize
a very narrow range of small angles which is less than
convergence angle of a TEM beam~about 1 mrad! used in
the experiment.1 The deviation of calculated results from th
experiment gets larger for thicker samples and relativ
large apertures, apparently, due to the increase of mult
scattering effect.23 Nevertheless, the results presented in F
2 show that the single-collision based simple model w
empirically corrected cross sections demonstrates the c
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bility to describe the electron scattering in membrane p
scatterer type of targets for a relatively wide range of ap
ture size change.

Using electron mean free paths in different materials~the
last column in Table I!, the values forT andC were calcu-
lated from Eqs.~19! and ~20! for a SCALPEL mask with
different membrane and scatterer materials and their com
nations. The results are shown in Fig. 3. The plots prese
in Fig. 3~a! show that the transmission variation for mem
branes of given thickness made of different light atoms a
their compounds is relatively small. This indicates that
electron transmission is insensitive to even large change
the concentration of the individual components. For instan
any change in the concentration of Si in the membrane m
of its compounds (Si2N4, SiC, SiO2! to increase membran
conductivity will not affect the membrane transparency n
ticeably. Si2N4, SiC, and diamond films provide the lea
transmission. Silicon and quartz demonstrate moderate tr

TABLE II. Comparison of calculated and measured results for C and T
two masks with identical targeted thicknesses fabricated at different tim

Mask layer Material Thickness~nm!

Measured Simulated

C~%! T~%! C~%! T~%!

Scatterer W 27.5 90.6 4.12 91 4.96a

91.8 4.15
Membrane SiNx 150

Cr 6

aCalculated T is always larger than the measured value apparently due
effect of ‘‘shadowing’’ of the transmitted electrons by the massive Si str
of grillage not accounted for in the model.

FIG. 3. Transmission of 100 keV electrons through different membranes~a!
and contrast from different scatterers~b! as a function of the membrane o
scatterer thickness: Angular aperturea050.5 mrad.
s
r-

i-
ed

d
e
in

e,
de

-

s-

parency to 100 keV electrons. As one could expect, a car
membrane provides the highest electron transmission.
instance, the electron transparency of a carbon membran
1000 Å thickness is about 60% higher than the transpare
of a silicon nitride film of the same thickness~equal to 15%!.
From Fig. 3~a! it is also seen, that up to 50 Å thickness, a
residual Cr layer on top of a membrane will decrease
transparency not more than 13%.

Figure 3~b! displays the contrast calculated for differe
scatterers as a function of the film thickness. The plots c
responding to the light atoms and their compounds show
they are ineffective scatterers compared to highZ materials.
Nevertheless, over 90% contrast, in principle, can
achieved with Si2N4, SiC, SiO2, or Si films as thick as 1500
Å. Several issues related to the scatterer thickness incre
such as deposition and etching of thick films, formation
high aspect ratio features with vertical walls, electron ene
losses and related mask heating, energy spread of elec
scattered into the back focal aperture, etc., has to be
dressed in order to understand the feasibility of using li
compounds as scatterers for the SCALPEL mask.

The scatterer thickness can be reduced by using bila
consisting of light and heavy atoms and their compoun
used in the semiconductor processing~e.g., Cr, W, TaSi2,
etc.!. Another advantage of the usage of bilayer scatterer
the possibility of stress reduction by an appropriate com
nation of scattering layers thicknesses and materials. Fig
4 is an example displaying the relationship between
thickness of the major, W, and the thickness of an addition
Cr, scattering layer that provides a desired level of contr
The slopes of the lines are defined by the ratio of the elec
mean free paths in the individual scattering layers,LW /LCr .
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